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A
3D die stacking is a recent technological development which makes it possible to create chip mul processors
using mul ple layers of ac ve silicon bonded with low‐latency, high‐bandwidth, and very dense ver cal inter‐
connects. 3D die stacking technology provides very fast communica on, as low as a few picoseconds, between
processing elements residing on diﬀerent layers of the chip. The rapid communica on network in a 3D stack
design, along with the expanded geometry, provides an opportunity to dynamically share on‐chip resources
among diﬀerent microprocessor cores. This research describes an architecture for a dynamically heterogene‐
ous processor architecture leveraging 3D stacking technology. Unlike prior work in the 2D plane, the extra di‐
mension makes it possible to share resources at a fine granularity between ver cally stacked cores. As a re‐
sult, each core can grow or shrink resources, as needed by the code running on the core. This architecture,
therefore, enables run me customiza on of cores at a fine granularity and enables eﬃcient execu on at both
high and low levels of thread parallelism. This architecture achieves performance gains of up to 2X, depending
on the number of execu ng threads, and gains significant advantage in energy eﬃciency.
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